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About This Game

Alien Shooter 2 -Reloaded is a large-scale sequel to the first part of Alien Shooter. This is the unique alloy of arcade action and
RPG elements which combines well-established world of classical games and unmatched dynamics of the first part.

  Alien Shooter 2 - Reloaded is a modified version of the Alien Shooter 2 game. Sigma Team started working on it right after
release of AS2, taking into account the players' wishes:

Size of the full version installation file was reduced to 300 Mb, compared to 1Gb of the original Alien Shooter 2.
Large installation file prevented users with slow connection from buying and downloading the game.

Player upgrade parameters simplified. Now you don't need to develop separate skills for each weapon type, so
you'll be able to complete the game using all the weapon types featured in it.

Two new missions added. Now the game features 17 full levels.
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 New individual shooting mode added - Gun Stand. You will use powerful military equipment to eliminate
advancing enemy troops. As the game goes on, you will upgrade your weapon in different ways, and the right
choice will let you win the battle!

about 10,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

Arcade action combined with sophisticated RPG elements

Many hours of game play with 17 missions

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

And, to crown it all, dynamic music and sound effects

Natural phenomena (fog, rain, water)

A variety of playable characters, each featuring unique abilities

Character upgrade facility

More than 50 types of weapons - now you can not just kill but also burn, freeze and even diminish the enemies

More than 20 types of handy gadgets - from flare guns, radar and medkits to battle drones and much more

Red or Green blood selection

Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action
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Game looks and plays amazing even in early access. A few bugs here and there but EARLY ACCESS sums it up.

I'm very optimistic about this game. Recommended.. I like this game overall, but I would like to be able to switch the controlls
around, such as the zoom, etc.. Great casual game.

I like this companies entire series, I did run in a bug in this one.
I played non stop untill i got to the part i need use the steaming glass of water on the window.
The game stopped letting me use items, triggering a restart on my end.

For the rest:
no further gamebreaking bugs.
easy enough to let me enjoy without frustration.
decent enough story.

Enjoable series especially for the 2 dollars or so i spent on them via the bundle.
. Very nice game. I like the art and the music is very chill and relaxing.
You can choose what girl you like to romance and you can unlock different endings.
it's a + for me.. This game absolutely changed my dating life and brought it to a whole new level.

Prior to purchasing this title, I was a basement dwelling virgin with a facination for my pet spiders that I kept next to my bed. I
was also addicted to spending hours on horsehub.com, because I frankly was unable to talk to women.

After spending an hour with this game, I felt a surge of confidence rush through me. That same night, after showering and and
throwing on some fresh new clothes, I went out to the local bar. This is when I met Janelle.

I found Janelle sitting by herself at the bar. I approached her and touched her hair and said, "Hi, my name is Mike." That's when
I proceeded to explain to her how I wanted her to ride on my yacht. That same night, I brought her to my mother's house and
had her bang the crap out of me. That's right, it turns out she was actually a dude, and I was actually fine with that.

Thank you Magic for helping me come out of the closet.. It's a good and adicting game, the only thing it doesnt have is an exit
button :D. Great game if you are a gridder fan. Great brutal combat, There is some grinding here, but doesn't detract from the
overall gameplay. Great job on the developers' part on getting some quick fixes out there on some minor bug fixes.
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Having fun and taking me back in time. Love it.. Very fun game, though add a new map or expand the current one
. I sold all my valuable items in Team Fortress 2, DOTA 2 and a bunch of Steam trading cards to gather enough money on my
steam wallet and buy this.

no regrets. Awful game with absolutely zero support from developers or publishers. Never quite works which is the standard I
am coming to expect from Aerosoft!

Even if it's free, don't waste your time on this garbage.

zero out of any number you like.
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Played for 2 hours solid on first try. Very enjoyable Table Tennis sim "light", that will irk pro players, but for casuals like me
the lack of real spin isn't enough to distract from the most realistic table tennis game that I can actually play with my body right
now (that I know about). Definitely worth a punt if you’re up for some exercise!

EDIT: Just played eleven Table tennis. That game has much better physics, mutiplayer and animation. Ping Pong VR stil has a
charm all of its own though, such as how the crowd roars when you score a point!. This is a great puzzle game about typing in
commands into a terminal and sometimes use the internet to solves your puzzles. Also great AI much more horrible than
GLaDOS.. This is not fun or good, gets boring very fast, you fall in the bottomless pit a lot, because
it has very few different rooms & most of them have nothing in them.
The artwork is horrible, not in a good way. Not worth the full price.
If you really need it for your Lovecraft collection, wait for a sale.. It may be expensive, but it supports the devs and there are a
few neat items in this.. Such a nice game placed in a well studied historical context. It makes the player go through a storyline
full of day to day political, economic and human-driven issues of the Soviet peasantry which is facing the history's first great
collectivization process. Very good for a first game.. this cant play the game because of a standard error. Followed several
instructions online, still doesnt work. Really a shame cause I played the game before and it is good. Why does Steam put broken
games in there store?
. Not a very good game. Very laggy, even on low settings. Controls are clunky and annoying. I would not recommend.
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